
St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Parish

Synodal Listening Session: Challenges, Opportunities

Challenges or Opportunities Notes

People leave Mass early due to lack of understanding

Change of priests here so often is hard

Politics do not belong in the Church at any level, it is a turn off

Judgment and moral criticism during group meetings

Judgmental and condemning community members

Judgmental people being non-judgmental is hard

Cultures need to mingle, rather than separate 

celebrations

separate celebrations do not foster building 

relationships

Hispanic Community seems to be favored Hispanic images in the sanctuary; Hispanic 

ministries have preferential treatment

Liturgies need to be more inclusive of cultures, peoples

Not inclusive "cliques" or closed groups at the Parish level

Bi-lingual Masses are not a favorite

Ministries--some lapsed during Covid Bring them back

Ministries: Choir hard to get in is the choir exclusive

Accents are hard to understand not just priests but community

Changes at Mass need more explanation

Communication, mixed messages from staff and clergy

Disruptive having programs dismantled

Homilies don't bring the readings together or connect 

readings to everyday life

LGBTQ is an uncomfortable topic with our priests

More St. EAS Less Conchita

Priests are judgmental of women

Priests can cause hurt unintentional is still hurt

Priests need  to be available after hours especially for Anointing of the Sick

Priests need to more proficient in English ELS priests need more training

Sacraments are being denied denied sacrament because did not ask 

correctly, make how to receive Baptism easy 
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St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Parish

Synodal Listening Session: Challenges, Opportunities

Challenges or Opportunities Notes

Time and Talent are NOT valued Closure of Seton House without discussion 

was painful to those who contributed time 

and talent to it

Transparency in change is needed unexplained issues can drive people away

Rules and procedures have too much emphasis

Politics do not belong in the Church at any level, it is a turn off

Abuse response was lacking poor Archdiocese response

Abuse ruined people's attitude

All male leadership is not good

Birth Control Teachings ruin attitudes

Bishops opposing pope create division

Divorced Catholics are treated poorly

Moral exclusivity is a challenge more acceptance

Rules and regulations are over stressed Young people leave due to rules

Women are treated poorly

Politics do not belong in the Church at any level, it is a turn off

Youth group is boring needs to vibrant, inclusive

Youth Mass is not joyful 

Youth need more opportunities to engage in activities and events; mission 

work
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